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Motivation and objectives

heterogeneous positional distribution (positionanalysis) and local over-representation (localword-analysis).
The motif comparison step is performed by
compare-matrices (Thomas-Chollier et al., 2011),
which supports a wide range of scoring metrics
and displays the results as multiple alignments of
logos, enabling to grasp the similarities between
a discovered motif and several known motifs. This
feature is particularly valuable to reveal adjacent
fragments of the discovered motif showing similarities with two distinct known motifs, suggesting
a bipartite motif for two factors.
Sequences are scanned with the discovered
motifs to locate binding sites, and their positioning within peaks is analyzed (coverage, positional distribution along peaks).
Peak-motifs generates an HTML report summarizing the main results and giving access
to each separate result file. The report page
includes links, allowing users to upload input
peaks and predicted sites to the UCSC Genome
Browser in order to visualize them in their genomic context.

ChIP-seq is increasingly used to characterize
transcription factor binding and chromatin marks
at a genomic scale. Although various programs
have been developed to perform read mapping and peak calling, the subsequent steps
have not yet reached proper maturation: identifying relevant transcription factor binding motifs
and the precise location of their binding sites remains a bottleneck. Most existing tools present
limitations on sequence size, and they typically
restrict motif discovery to a few hundred peaks,
or to the central-most part of the peaks. To interpret genome-wide location data, there is a
crucial need for time- and memory-efficient algorithms, interfaced as user-accessible tools to
extract relevant information from high-throughput sequencing data.
For this purpose, we developed the software
tool peak-motifs (Thomas-Chollier et al., 2012a),
which takes as input a set of peak sequences
of interest, discovers key motifs, compares them
with transcription factor binding motifs from various databases, predicts the location of binding sites within the peaks and exports them in
a format suitable for visualization in the UCSC
Genome Browser. Notably, all these steps, in- Results and discussion
cluding motif discovery, are performed on the We assessed peak-motifs performances on sefull-size sets of peak sequences, without restric- veral published datasets. In all cases, relevant
motifs are disclosed.
tions on peak number or width.
For example, we discovered individual Oct
and
Sox motifs in Sox2 and Oct4 peak collecMethods
tions,
whereas the original study only found the
The motif discovery step relies on a combination
composite
Sox/Oct motif (Chen et al., 2010;
of algorithms integrated in the software suite reguThomas-Chollier
et al., 2012a).
latory sequence analysis tools (RSAT, http://rsat.ulb.
Similarly,
for
ChIP-seq
data targeting the geac.be/rsat/) (Thomas-Chollier et al., 2011), which
neric
transcriptional
co-activator
p300, peakuse complementary criteria to detect exceptionmotifs
identified
motifs
bound
by
tissue-specific
al words (oligonucleotides and spaced motifs):
global over-representation of oligonucleotides transcription factors consistent with these two tis(oligo-analysis) or spaced pairs (dyad-analysis), sues (Visel et al., 2009; Blow et al., 2010; ThomasChollier et al., 2012a).
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